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	What is a FAQ ? It’s a Frequently Asked Question. You can see FAQs just about everywhere in the online

	community. They originated in the USENET groups on the Internet as a way to answer users’ most common

	questions regarding the groups. The FAQs files were efficient. Instead of answering the same questions over

	and over, one file was written that contained all the frequently asked questions and answers to those

	questions.

	

	This book is a comprehensive list of FAQs, assembled by a group of professional C programmers. This book

	contains the FAQs most often posed by our readers over our many years of publishing programming books.

	You won’t find a FAQ list that goes into as much detail as this book does. (Have you ever seen a 400-page

	FAQ list?)

	

	Our team of expert programmers has tackled the toughest topics, including variables and data storage, sorting

	data, pointers and memory allocation, tables and arrays, debugging, portability, ANSI standards, and

	Windows concerns. If something in C is stumping you, odds are you’ll find an answer in this book. In

	addition, the extensive cross referencing in this book will help you find the answer you need—even if you

	start out looking in the wrong spot.
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Yammer StarterPackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to the Yammer Starter. This book has been especially created to provide

	you with all the information that you need to get set up with Yammer. You will

	learn the basics of Yammer, get started with building your profile, and discover

	some tips and tricks for using Yammer.

	A concise, enjoyable look at using Yammer, the...
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Hacking RSS and AtomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Now you can satisfy your appetite for information
This book is not about the minutia of RSS and Atom programming. It's about doing cool stuff with syndication feeds—making the technology give you exactly what you want the way you want. It's about building a feed aggregator and routing feeds to your e-mail or iPod, producing and hosting...
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Maya 5 FundamentalsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
With the powerful 3D modeling program Maya 5, you're limited only by your own  imagination. To set it free, look no further than this indispensable guide! In  these pages, veteran animator Jim Lammers (who brought life to the Sony/Tristar  film Starship Troopers) takes you from a review of 3D fundamentals to full-blown  Maya 5 content creation. In...
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Scandinavian CookingUniversity of Minnessota, 2003

	Beatrice Ojakangas brings to life the cuisines and customs of Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Denmark, countries that share borders and bounty. Danes lead with smørrebrød (an open-faced sandwich), which may be topped with cheese, green pepper, and sliced fresh strawberries. Finns specialize in earthy, chewy whole grain bread....
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Advances in Design (Springer Series in Advanced Manufacturing)Springer, 2005
Advances in Design examines recent advances and innovations in product design paradigms, methods, tools and applications. It presents fifty-two selected papers which were presented at the 14th CIRP International Design Seminar held in May 2004 as well as the invited keynote papers. Dr. Waguih ElMaraghy was the conference Chair and Dr. Hoda...
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MCITP Administrator: Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Optimization and Maintenance (Exam 70-444) Study GuideSybex, 2007
Get the preparation you need for exam 70-444, Optimizing and Maintaining a  Database Administration Solution by Using Microsoft SQL Server 2005, one of two  required exams in the Microsoft MCITP: Database Administrator certification  path. Inside, you'll find: 

	Full coverage of all exam objectives in a systematic approach, so...
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